Tennis Match Results
Wagner vs Queens (NY)
Feb. 16, 2018 at Flushing, N.Y.
(QC Tennis Bubble)

Queens (NY) 5, Wagner 4

### Singles competition
1. Mendez, Gabriel (QUEM) def. Anatoliy Lashkul (WAGNER) 6-2, 7-6 (7-4)
2. Dylan Walters (WAGNER) def. Jubera, Cosme (QUEM) 6-3, 7-6 (10-4)
3. Laga, Roman (QUEM) def. Dale Sandy (WAGNER) 6-3, 6-1
4. Andrade, Hugo (QUEM) def. Ilya Kneppelhout (WAGNER) 6-2, 6-1
5. Eric Poland (WAGNER) def. Martinez, Lucas (QUEM) 3-6, 6-4, 7-6
6. Charlton Boyd (WAGNER) def. Sec, Richard (QUEM) 7-5, 7-5

### Doubles competition
1. Anatoliy Lashkul/Dale Sandy (WAGNER) def. Laga, Roman/Bedrune, Stanislas (QUEM) 8-6
2. Martinez, Lucas/Mendez, Gabriel (QUEM) def. Eric Poland/Dylan Walters (WAGNER) 8-6
3. Sec, Richard/Jubera, Cosme (QUEM) def. Ilya Kneppelhout/Charlton Boyd (WAGNER) 8-7 (7-4)

Match Notes:
Wagner 4-3
Queens (NY) 3-0